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=-TUi iOCAT1ION aY kUkWN OF A-61MOLL ChAMERA. OF
A PROJECTILE WIld A KNOWN LINE OF FIE ,

, n n , .... Abstract __.)& L-lmm

This report gives t details of a reduction procedur for
converting the photographic measurements of a rocket in flight
into ballistic data pertinent to the rocket trajectory. It opens
with a careful description of the geometric problem involved.
Transformtions between the conventional coordinate system at the
camera are describedl by means of these, the formlas for the pro-
,ectilesa position are written down. The mthods are essenutill -
vectorial throughout. The mpA -t concludes with a saeted cl-
putation scheme and an extols.
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The Location, by Means of a Sint!e Camera, of
A Projectiie with a &iown Line of Fire

Agree that: the line of fire Is tee intersection of

te vertical trajectory plane with the horizontal plane
.,thouP the camera (that is the center of the camera lens):

the line of eight is the intersection of the latter plane
with tht verticiil plane through the optical axis; e is the
agle of inclination of the optical axis; q so measures the
angle formed by the line of sight and the perpendicular
from the camera to the line of fire that tp is positive in
Fig. I and negative in Fig. 11.

FIG it

Thus T might be defined as the amount of counterclockwise
(picture the clock face up and directly beneath trie camera)
turning necessary to brtw, the line of sitht perpendicular
to the line of fire, it being understood that clockwise
turning Is accorded a negative value. Also agree that: D
is the distance from the camera to tne point at wnich the
line of sight intersects the line of fire. p is the distance
from the camera to the point O, at which the optical axis
pierces the trajectory plane.

Imagine that fhe origin of 3 space is so placed at 0

that: the positive first axis (say kl) is horizontal and

passes dire.tly above the cameraj the second (say k2 ) axis

is horiaontal, perpendicular to te k1 axis, and points clock-

wise about the camera (that is to the camera man's right); tiie
third (say k3) axis points vertically upward. Let C be the

point at whieh we find te center of the camera lens and adorit
the general convention whereby C a (C1 , C2 , C3 ). ,et the

axis agrq. with the k axis and let the n, axis so pass
through 0 in an upwarhiy direction tnat q, is perpendicular to
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both the optical and the 41 axis. Let the x* axis pass

horizontally through the origin in the trajectory plane and
point clockwise about the camera, and let the y* axis agree
with the k 3 axis.

It should' be noted that a ray through C with standard
coordinates ( 6, r) pierces the plane determined by and

n. in a point whose (lhjl) coordinates are(p , pr).

Let v(1) v(2) be the uni + points on the
respective positive g1i1, x*, y* axes, and let

T v(l) )( v(2).

A check reveals:
u(1 = (OP l, 0),

u ( 2 ) = (s 'n a, 0, cos a),

v(1) (-sin V, Cos y, o),

v(2) = of ),

T = (cos T, sine, 0),i

C = (pcos ,0, - psin a)..

Since the trajectory plane passes throqgh ,(1), V(2),
and 0, it is *viden that the line through 0 and t is perpen-
dicuiar to the trajectory plane. Aocordilnly the trajectory
plane consists of those plJatu R for whic'-

Rai ' 0.,

Letting P be any point and Q be such a point in the
trajectory plane that Q i tqlinear witJ3 C an4 P, choose
so that

(1. -)c 4+. p *. :.o -,Q

.+ , : +. + X-C -,+ ,

T . .)C

- OP - ( *
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suppose nowt that P and Q are related as above; that I
the photographic image of Q, has plate measurements (PlP P2);

and that standard coordinates (6, rD of the ray CQ have been
introduced in such a way that

pa Pu(I) + pu(2)

= A10 + All p1 + A12 P2

A20 + A2. p, + "

Note that P lies in the ( , ) plane and that (pt, pi.) are

the coordinates of P with respect to the ( 1 T) axes.

Lot (x*, y*) be the coordinates of 0 with respect to the
horizontal traectory x* axis and te vertical y* axis and
verify that:

X* x v(1) ,  Y * = v(2) -. Qj

*x, -("c) (P -.v I ) - P) (C - VI (l)-)
C -1,P

y (_. C) ( P.,() - ( P) (c. v(2)
.'rC-r. P

p. v(l )  P& p((1), v (1) ) * I nu(2). v (1)

pg coo 9 - p -si n q sin &,

p. ,(2) pt(u(), V(2)) + p n (u(2), v(2))

• n Cos & P

S•P (u ( -).  ) + p (u 2 )

* pE sin+ P cooqsina,

' C a p cos 9 cos a,
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C" v( ) =-p sin V cos 4,

c. v(2) = - p sine;

( C- -r P)x* =(P Cos )Cos 6) EP Cos p p Y)sin psin jJ

+ (P sin 4 co ) [p P sin q + T COS P sinr

a _p 2 COS 9.

( " C - T P)y* (p Cos T cos Z)pn cos g

+ (p sin .) sin 1 + P lCos ip sin j

=p 2 sin sine + 2 cos 4P)

(T. C - P, P) p cos f COf s - Fp sin f COS 1P sin s

CO...... E 9 COS

Cos Qos g sin 9 - ncos T s 4

Cos (p Cos - Sin 9 - n CoB 6 Si 9

Now let F be the intersection of the horizoutal line of
tight and the A.±ne of fire. Let the x axis le along the line
of fire and point clockwise about the case~r. 1et" the y axis
pass through F and point vertbally upward, let (x, y) be the
coorinates of Q with reepedt to these &toss aM let D be the
di;. nce from C to F. It follows that

D =p cose, y y* + p sin a) x RX0.

9/
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cos 9 cos £ - sin ( - i)Cos sin P

Doo s sin & +nD cos 2 cos
cos 9 cos e - Esin p - ncos 9 sin g

D sec e

Cos G an- (P sin a

y a ,Ai sn 6 + ap uos.
Cos a - tan (p - isin a

= A10 + A11 Pi + A12 P2 P

= A20 + A21 P1 + A22 P2.

The last two equations, which .are fitted as a rule by
least squares, formulate the passage from the plate measure-
ments (plP p2) to the standard coordinates ( , .

Some computational suggestions follow.

Agree: that Matrix I is

Cost ata~n -sint e

0sec (P 0

that Matrix II Is

1 0 0

A1O All A12

A2 0  A21  A2 2
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that Matrix III is the classical row into column result of
multiplying M4atrix I into Matrix II.
Let

Ro R ~ R0

10o 11  R12

H20  R2 1  H22

be 9latrix IIIp and let

I = D

Note that

x =Dq y =DY,

and that tne computation of (X, Y) from (P1, P2) may be
effected in the following way.

Col- Entry Heading Foot- Checks
umn 1mg

1 F~rame Numbers Frame number

2 First Plate Plate Measure- 1:2
Coordinates *eat) P2

3 Second Plate Plate. Masure- 13
Coordinates meit, P2

4 R30+R01p 1+RP £ :4 );4n 0R+%R +%

5 '(R1O+Rl1 "l~2P2) /4 1 1~4-5 )44nR1 0+R 11 22R 12 X3

* (R20+R2 p 2 p)/ + 8R 2 + 1 2. 2

N.B. n = the number of entries in column I.

K.B. "12"l means "sum column 2"; "),4,5"t means "sum the products
pf corresponding entries of column 4 and coluMa 5."
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A good check on the matrix multiplication of Matrix I
into Matrix Il may be based on the inner product - sum formula

(2 2 (2,2)
fX X I

where r1 is the I t h row of Matrix I# C3 is the thcolumn of

Matrix Ip and Rl is, as agreed, the (iJ)th element of
matrix III.

If the above reductionis used on the present (Spring 194!
data (viz. Take 473) obtained by the Photographic Measurements
Section, then the following rules should be followed:

U* 5 decimal trigametric tables and make all entries in
Matrix I to 5 decimals, as In

.99347 .02892 -.11411

0 1.03020 0

.11752 0 .98366

Make entries in Matrix II to 5 decimals in column 1 and to 7
decimals in columns 2 and 3,,as in

1 0 0

.00251 .0011949 .0000129

.0065 .0000023 .0011941 _ .

Make each entry in Matrix III to 8 decimals, as in

.99345801 .00003429 -. 00013589

.00221493 .00123099 .00001329

.11815938 .O0u0226 .00117459

Eploy the inner product-sum formula to obtain a 7 decimal
cheek. Before using Matrix III round each of its entries to 5
decials in column 1 and to 7 decimals in columns 2 and 3,
s in



11 99-46 .0000343 -. 0001159

00221 .0012310 .0000133

.11816 .0000023 .0011746

Matrix III may now be used in obtaining (X, Y) from (p1, P2)
as indicated above. In this connection write d, X, and
Y to 5 decimals.

Since the standard error to be feared in a determination
of either x or y is usually about .15 feet, the rounding errors
introduced into X and Y should be negligible as long as D
is less than 10,000 feet.

Although the above matrices coulct be so altered that their,
use wouli lead directly to x and y instead of X and Y it does
not appear desirable to make this change. Firstly# frame by
frame determination of (x,y) is seldom needed. In fact usually
only the center value of (xvy) is of Interest. Secondly it is
clear that any linear function of the x's and y's may be evalu-
ated by applying it to the Xts and Y1s and multiplying the
result by the scale factor D. Thirdly the ;regent matrix
arrangements are more uniform and more easily remembered than
those met within the proposed alternative.

If, as is frequently the case, c and Matrix II remain
constant for a number of rounds it is desirable from some
points of view to arrange the computation differeatly. In
Matrix I replace "tan 9" and "sec q" by "0" to obtain Matrix IO .
Multiply Matrix 10 into Matrix II to obtain Matrix 1110 and
let Bo, B1, B2 be the three rows of Matrix 111. Check tLat

B1 a (0, O 0) recall the distributivety of matrix multiplication

and observe

(Roo %ol, R02) a Bo + (-tan ~(lo, A11 , k12)

(RO' Ell' R12) m B1  + (sec 9)(AlO, Al# A12)

(R20 , R2 1 , 2 2 ) 

These formulas make clear the slaoleity iatb Whieh a
calculating machine my be usas to obtain a liv , positioal
entry In Matrx III for *a~b of a inber of riutde. 8i
s=am checks sgest thdselmo..

• " , . .
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-to ° o 14 be motud, however, that efficient use of this
SetWd Cepei oan obtaining Matrix III for each of a number
of ftmd a before Matrix III is used for any one round.,

t'f fr4ze by frame deteraination of z and y are desired,
a new"3 !tix ma be 4o formed that its rows are respectively

1o10 ( tell 0)(Alo Al A12)

(D sec u) (A1 0 , All, A1 2 )

D B2

From this new matrix x and y may be arrived at in the same
mianer as X and 7 sere raached via Matrix III.

AP.
A* P. Morse
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